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Review of PS5 

• Main question was 

▫ To compare blockmodeling results using 
PROFILE and CONCOR, respectively.  

▫ Data: Krackhardt High Tech managers data set  

 21 nodes (managers) 

 3 relations 

“Advice” 

“Friendship” 

“Report to” 

• Let’s solve this together! 

 
 

 



UCINET>Network>….. 

• Profile  



Advice (Profile) 

 



Friendship (Profile) 

 



Report to (Profile) 

 



Krack-High-Tec CONCOR  

• Positional/blockmodel analysis 

▫ What is the CONCOR approach? 

 



CONvergence of iterated CORrelations 

(CONCOR) 
 

• NETWORK > ROLES & POSITIONS > 
STRUCTURAL EQUIVALENCE > 

▫ CONCOR standard 

▫ CONCOR interactive 



CONvergence of iterated CORrelations 

(CONCOR) 
• CONCOR approach 

▫ Basic idea: Split the initial data based upon the 
CONvergence of iterated CORrelations  

▫ Metaphorically, imagine “decision tree” in 
PAD504 

 

 



CONCOR  
interactive 

CONCOR 
standard 



CONCOR  
interactive 

CONCOR 
standard 

Every split point has 50% 
probability, which means that 
you’ll get 2^N positions when 

imposing N split 



CONvergence of iterated CORrelations 

(CONCOR) with Krach-High-Tec data 
• Network > Roles & Positions > Structural > 

▫ CONCOR  

 

▫ Input data: Krack-High-Tec.##h 

 

 



Steps for Positional/blockmodel 

analysis (CONCOR) 
 

1. Choose type of equivalence 

2. Choose a measure of equivalence & running 
the statistics 

3. Partitioning the matrix (hierarchical 
clustering) 

4. Developing the blockmodel 

5. Analyzing the image matrix to understand and 
characterize roles 

 



Network > Roles & Positions > 

Structural >CONCOR  
 



Correlation-based matrix: how they 

are similar (See prime diagonal!)  
 



Now compare two image graphs 

• Profile vs. CONCOR 



Advice (Profile Vs. Concor) 

 



Friendship (Profile Vs. Concor) 

 



Report to (Profile Vs. Concor)  

 



Advice (Profile Vs. Concor) with actors 

 



Friendship (Profile Vs. Concor) with 

actors 
 



Report to (Profile Vs. Concor) with 

actors  
 



Your turn: CONvergence of iterated 

CORrelations (CONCOR) 
• Exercise: Please 

create image matrix 
using Knoke’s 
monetary exchange 
relations 
▫ Data: 10 

organizations’ 
information 
exchange 
(KNOKI.##h) in 
Indianapolis 
 

• Steps to consider:  
 
1. Network > Roles & 

Positions > Structural > 
CONCOR  

2. Network> Cohesion> 
Density> Density by 
group 

3. Calculate overall density 
4. Dichotomize “density 

table” 
5. Use NetDraw to create 

“image matrix”  



Create “image matrix” in NetDraw 

 



CONvergence of iterated CORrelations 

(CONCOR) 
• Interactive CONCOR 

▫ Data: KNONI.##h 

CONCOR standard 



Your turn: CONvergence of iterated 

CORrelations (CONCOR) 
• Interactive CONCOR 

▫ Data: KNONI.##h 

 

▫ Question: Create this 
structure with 
KNOKI.##h data 
using interactive 
CONCOR 

 



Automorphic equivalence 

• The idea of automorphic equivalence is that: 

▫ “Two automorphically equivalent vertices share 
exactly the same label-independent properties.” 
(Borgatti, Everett, and Freeman, 1996: 119). 

 

• Somewhat relaxed definition than  structural 
equivalence, but is more demanding than 
regular equivalence. 



Automorphic equivalence: Maxsim 

•  In UCINET,  

▫ Network> Roles & Positions>Automorphic menu> 

▫ Maxsim option 

 Based on the similar distributions of geodesic 
distances between each pair of actors, actors are re-
organized. 

 Euclidean distance is used to calculate the 
dissimilarity between distance distribution of each 
pair of actors. 



Automorphic equivalence: Maxsim 

• Data:  
▫ DisconnectedGraph.##h in the folder of  

EverettBorgatti 
▫ Not a real data!  
▫ So, let’s say that 18 by 18 actors’ friendship 

relations  

• Here, using Maxsim, we’ll find automorphically 
equivalent sets of actors and then see how these 
sets of actors interact one another by creating 
image matrix.  



Regular equivalence 

• Sociologists like using regular equivalence 
methods, because it accords well with the notion 
of a “social role” (empirically in practice) 

• Basic idea: 

▫ “Two actors are regularly equivalent if they are 
equally related to equivalent others.” (Borgatti, 
Everett, and Freeman, 1996: 128). 

▫ The concept does not refer to ties to “specific other 
actors”; actors are regularly equivalent if they have 
similar ties to any members of other sets. 



Regular equivalence 

• The idea of regular equivalence supports: 
▫ E.g., Kate is “mother” of Bethany (daughter). 
▫ Catherine is “mother” of Ning (daughter). 
▫ Elizabeth is “mother” of Yoonie (dauther)  

 Kate = Catherine = Elizabeth (Regularly equivalent) 
 Bethany = Ning = Yoonie (Regularly equivalent)  
 

• In regular equivalence, we don’t care which 
daughter goes with which mother 

• What is identified by regular equivalence is the 
presence of two sets (which we might label 
“mothers” and “daughters”), each set is defined by 
its relation to the other set.  



Regular equivalence 

 

• So, the UCINET iterative algorithm 
implemented in REGE is searching to optimize a 
matching function between node i and node j . 



Regular equivalence 

• Data: PADGETT.##h 
▫ From historical documents, John Padgett collected 

social relations among 16 Renaissance Florentine 
families (person aggregates). 

▫ The two relations are: 
 PADGB – Business alliances (i.e., financial ties) such as 

loans, credits and joint partnerships 
 PADGM - Marriage alliances 

• Purpose:  
▫ To find generally equivalent sets within Florentine 

families’ networks (Business and Marriage networks) 
▫ To create relational image matrix between/within 

generally equivalent sets 



Output (PADGM and PADGB) 


